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The 32 telomeres in the budding yeast genome cluster in three to seven perinuclear foci. Although individual
telomeres and telomeric foci are in constant motion, preferential juxtaposition of some telomeres has been scored.
To examine the principles that guide such long-range interactions, we differentially tagged pairs of chromosome ends
and developed an automated three-dimensional measuring tool that determines distances between two telomeres. In
yeast, all chromosomal ends terminate in TG1–3 and middle repetitive elements, yet subgroups of telomeres also
share extensive homology in subtelomeric coding domains. We find that up to 21 kb of >90% sequence identity does
not promote telomere pairing in interphase cells. To test whether unique sequence elements, arm length, or
chromosome territories influence juxtaposition, we reciprocally swapped terminal domains or entire chromosomal
arms from one chromosome to another. We find that the distal 10 kb of Tel6R promotes interaction with Tel6L, yet
only when the two telomeres are present on the same chromosome. By manipulating the length and sequence
composition of the right arm of chr 5, we confirm that contact between telomeres on opposite chromatid arms of
equal length is favored. These results can be explained by the polarized Rabl arrangement of yeast centromeres and
telomeres, which promote to telomere pairing by allowing contact between chromosome arms of equal length in
anaphase.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]

Long-range interactions between chromosomal loci and their
regulatory elements guide genomic function. It is well estab-
lished that in higher eukaryotes contact between enhancers and
promoters occurs over distances of 100 kb to regulate higher
eukaryotic gene expression. Boundary elements, which restrict
enhancer directionality, interact over similar distances (for re-
view, see Burgess-Beusse et al. 2002), as do insulator elements
such as the Drosophila Fab-7 or gypsy elements, which protect
genes from encroaching heterochromatin (for review, see Cel-
niker and Drewell 2007). A further example of preferred interac-
tion in trans is that of coordinately expressed tissue-specific genes
that can coordinately occupy the same transcription factory in
differentiating hematopoietic cells (Osborne et al. 2004). Finally,
mouse T- and B-cell-specific genes were found juxtaposed to cen-
tromeric heterochromatin in appropriate cell types (for review,
see Fisher and Merkenschlager 2002). In mammals, the differen-
tiation-specific repression that is mediated by such juxtaposition
requires that centromeres cluster in so-called “chromo-centers,”
which form a sink for heterochromatin factors. Functionally
analogous to this is the clustering of silent telomeres in budding
yeast (for reviews, see Scherf et al. 2001; Gasser et al. 2004).

In budding yeast, telomeric repeats and factors that bind
them nucleate SIR-mediated silencing, a chromatin-based repres-
sion mechanism that propagates inward from chromosomal ends
for 3 to 5 kb. Like centromeric heterochromatin, the transcrip-

tionally silent budding yeast telomeres cluster in three to seven
distinct foci (Palladino et al. 1993; Gotta et al. 1996). These foci
associate with the nuclear envelope (NE) and sequester the silent
information regulatory proteins, Sir2, Sir3, and Sir4, from poten-
tial binding sites in non-subtelomeric regions (Maillet et al. 1996;
Hediger et al. 2002). Such clusters promote the repression of
silencer-flanked genes brought into their vicinity by membrane-
spanning anchors (Andrulis et al. 1998).

While telomeric foci have been studied for years, it re-
mained unclear how reproducible their composition might be.
The question is of interest, because such clustering events have
functional repercussions not only for the expression of subtelo-
meric genes. Telomere tethering and clustering have been pro-
posed to influence the rate of recombinational repair (Louis et al.
1994; Fabre et al. 2005) and to coordinate transcriptional pro-
grams that ensure evolutionary advantage (Turakainen et al.
1993; Halme et al. 2004; Fabre et al. 2005). Moreover, in Plasmo-
dium and Trypanosoma, subtelomeric repeat-mediated clustering
of telomeres may regulate the pattern of expression of the repeti-
tive VSG genes. This allows the parasite to escape the host im-
mune response and thus provides a major evolutionary advan-
tage (for review, see Scherf et al. 2001). Given the importance of
such long-range interactions, we have exploited the suitability of
yeast for live imaging and its powerful reverse genetics to exam-
ine the principles that regulate the clustering of its telomeres. We
have manipulated yeast chromosome architecture in order to
identify elements that drive long-range interactions in inter-
phase cells.

Both the anchorage of telomeres at the nuclear periphery
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and their interaction with other telomeres in trans contribute to
focus formation. Two partially redundant pathways function in
budding yeast to anchor telomeres at the NE (Hediger et al. 2002;
Taddei et al. 2004b). One is dependent on Sir4 and its ligand
Esc1, a peripheral inner membrane protein, and the second re-
quires the end-binding factor yKu. The deletion of SIR4 did not
significantly affect telomere interaction in trans, whereas dele-
tion of YKU80 compromised both interaction and anchorage
(Laroche et al. 1998; Gehlen et al. 2006). Mutations in a subset of
nuclear pore proteins (Therizols et al. 2006) and the cohesion
loading factors Ctf18 and Ctf8 (Hiraga et al. 2006) have also been
shown to affect telomere anchoring. In the latter mutants, telo-
mere clustering was also impaired, although it was unclear
whether the effects were direct or indirect.

Confirming the idea that there may be reproducible patterns
of telomere interactions in yeast, it was shown that Tel3R and
Tel3L, and Tel6R and Tel6L tend to be juxtaposed in the W303
haploid background (Bystricky et al. 2005). The interaction be-
tween right and left telomeres of a single chromosome creates a
chromosome loop, a structure that was initially proposed for chr
3 based on an intramolecular religation assay (Dekker et al.
2002). While the idea that chromosomes loop back upon them-
selves is attractive, it is clear that not all linked chromosome ends
interact to a significant extent. In the same study, it was shown
that the right and left ends of chr 5 are not juxtaposed, nor are
those of chr 14 (Bystricky et al. 2005). Because all telomeres
tested have conserved terminal TG1–3 sequences and subtelo-
meric X and/or Y! elements (Chan and Tye 1983; Louis and
Haber 1992), we can rule out that these semirepetitive elements
are sufficient to promote selective interaction. On a sequence
level, this leaves only the homology between subtelomeric genes,
short unique sequences, or else peculiarities of chromosome ar-
chitecture as elements that control telomere–telomere pairing.

To test systematically whether telomere-specific sequences
influence juxtaposition in trans, we have developed a chromo-
some “swap” technique as well as novel automated distance-
measuring software. The swap method allows us to exchange
endogenous sequences between different chromosomes, altering
the length of chromosome arms, without introducing foreign
sequence elements. We scored the distance between a large num-
ber of tagged telomere pairs by measuring their separation in 3D
space in living cells. We conclude from our results that the ar-
chitecture of the chromosome itself, i.e., the position of the cen-
tromere and relative lengths of its chromosome arms, is a major
determinant of long-range telomere–telomere interaction. This
presumably reflects the relative positioning of telomeres in the
Rabl orientation in anaphase and telophase cells.

Results

Dynamic organization of telomeric clusters

Yeast telomeres cluster in a variable number of foci that interact
with the nuclear envelope. The clusters dissociate partially in
metaphase (Laroche et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2003) and reform in
early G1. Moreover, they are in constant random motion, within
a confined and largely perinuclear domain (Heun et al. 2001;
Hediger et al. 2002). Given this, it was unclear whether telomeric
foci would reflect a reproducible subset of chromosomal ends or
if focus composition would vary continuously. In an attempt to
analyze the stability of telomeric foci, we monitored their dy-
namics using a fully functional fusion between GFP and the telo-

mere binding factor Rap1 on a Nipkov spinning disc confocal
microscope. Rap1-GFP is expressed at the endogenous gene locus
and yields a pattern of labeling identical to the well-characterized
Rap1 immunostaining (Gotta et al. 1996; Fig. 1A). This allowed
us to visualize all telomeric foci in a given cell and track their
movement over 90 min using the Imaris software (Bitplane; Fig.
1A; Supplemental Movie 1). Figure 1A shows a few frames from a
typical deconvolved movie that tracks the telomere behavior for
∼6 min. We initially distinguish five separate foci, of which the
two at the left (here labeled in green and yellow) fuse by 40 sec
and then separate again by 1 min 40 sec. The same is true for the
two foci at the right of the image, shown in red and blue (Fig.
1A). A large number of cells were examined, and in all cases the
fusion and fission of telomeric foci occurred on a time scale of
minutes. We conclude that this is a general feature of yeast
nuclear organization (see Supplemental Movie 1).

Fusion and fission is not restricted to nonsilenced popula-
tions of telomeres. Indeed, a similar behavior was observed in
time-lapse movies of Sir3-GFP, which is a marker for telomere-
associated silent chromatin (Fig. 1B). In a kymograph of 3D
stacks taken at 30-sec intervals over 30 min, Sir3-GFP tagged telo-
meric foci repeatedly fuse or branch from each other (Fig. 1C).
The full rotation of this kymograph (Supplemental Movie 2) rules
out that the apparent fusion and fission of foci is an artefact of
spatial projection. This behavior argues that telomeres may re-
distribute among foci; nonetheless, we can track distinct clusters
for 5 to 10 min that have little or no visible telomere exchange.

To better estimate the amount of time a single telomere
remains associated with a given telomeric cluster, we combined a
general label for telomeres (Rap1 fused to YFP) with the integra-
tion of lacO repeats at Tel14L, in a cell expressing LacI-CFP. The
colocalization of Tel14L with a large telomeric cluster could be
scored by time-lapse 3D microscopy, since Rap1-YFP is known to
label all telomeres thanks to its affinity for the TG repeat (Fig. 2;
Supplemental Movie 3). As shown in Figure 2B, the association of
Tel14L with a Rap1-staining focus persisted for up to 5 min (from
∼3 to 8 min). Association was not continuous, however, and at
times Tel14L could be seen to move into and out of foci (Supple-
mental Movie 4). A quantitative 3D analysis of 220 frames (five
time-lapse series totaling 110 min from five different cells)
showed that Tel14L is either within or adjacent to a telomeric
focus 70% of the time. The average residence time is on the order
of minutes, not seconds, which is sufficient to allow preferential
interactions between telomeres to be scored. To analyze specific
telomere–telomere interactions, we next differentially tagged
specific pairs of telomeres with lacO and tetO repeats, in order to
monitor the distribution of distances separating them over a
population of cells. The choice of telomeres was made based on
the sequence homology as described below.

Yeast telomeres fall into subgroups based on subtelomeric
homology

The pairwise analysis of subtelomeric sequences from the Sac-
charyomyces cerevisiae S288c background shows regions of >90%
identity scored over 1-kb intervals, extending up to 21 kb
(Supplemental Fig. 3). If chromosomes are grouped on the basis
of this subtelomeric homology, we find that all but three telo-
meres can be partitioned into seven groups of two or more telo-
meres, based on sequence alone. Only Tel5R, Tel6R, and Tel16R
have no extensive homology with any other telomere, apart from
the ubiquitous TG1–3 repeats and telomere-associated sequences
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(TAS), which include the Y!, STR, and X elements (Supplemental
Fig. 3).

Various studies have shown that the conserved subtelomeric
regions are not repetitive, but contain highly homologous gene
families that are often implicated in alternative carbon source
metabolism. Falling into this category are the PAU, COS, and HXT
families, which encode seriPAUperin, integral membrane pro-
teins, or hexose transporters, respectively (Viswanathan et al.
1994; Ozcan and Johnston 1999; Poirey et al. 2002). Because the
number of sequence-derived telomere groups roughly matches
the number of telomeric foci detected by microscopy, we tested
whether the homology of subtelomeric gene families drives telo-
mere juxtaposition. Appropriate pairs of yeast telomeres were
differentially labeled with lacO or tetO arrays, which can be in-
serted without deleting endogenous sequences. These were visu-

alized by coexpression of YFP- or CFP-
tagged LacI and TetR proteins (Robinett
et al. 1996; Michaelis et al. 1997;
Bystricky et al. 2004).

Homology between subtelomeric
sequences does not determine
clustering

Using 3D imaging of live S288C yeast
cells bearing differentially tagged telo-
mere pairs, we acquired 21-plane
through-focal stacks of haploid cells on
media-containing agar (Fig. 3A). Cell
cycle stages were classified based on cell
morphology, and distances between the
two telomere spots in G1- or S-phase
cells were measured in 3D using an au-
tomated SpotDistance plug-in for ImageJ
software (see Methods; Supplemental
Figs. 1, 2). Between 150 and 300 distance
measurements were analyzed for each
telomere pair using R (www.r-project.
org; see box plot, Fig. 3A). Because of the
constant motion inherent to yeast DNA
(Heun et al. 2001), we obtained a dis-
tance distribution for each pair, which is
presented as a box plot. To determine
whether two distributions were signifi-
cantly different, we used a two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test (Kol-
mogorov 1956).

Confirming previous measure-
ments made for Tel6R and Tel6L in
another yeast background (W303;
Bystricky et al. 2005), we found that
these two telomeres were also closely
juxtaposed in S288c cells, with a median
3D separation of 460 nm. In many cells,
the two signals completely overlapped
(Fig. 3B, bottom panel). To calibrate our
distance measurements, we scored the
distances between lacO and tetO arrays
integrated next to each other on the
same telomere using the same imaging
and analysis method (Fig. 3B, top panel).
The distance distribution for this physi-

cally linked pair was identical to that obtained for Tel6R and
Tel6L (KS-test, P = 0.17), arguing that a mean center-to-center
separation of 460 nm reflects the subdiffusive movement of two
loci that are indeed physically adjacent. This value is not unex-
pected given the poor resolution in Z (0.5 µm), and the fact that
a telomeric focus is 300–400 nm in diameter.

We next measured the separation between telomere pairs
that share extensive sequence identity due to the presence of
either PAU/VTH or COS family members. The two most homolo-
gous ends in this respect are Tel9L and Tel10L, which have >90%
identity over 21 kb. Here, separation values peaked at 900 nm,
with 50% of the values falling between 600 and 1200 nm (Fig. 3B,
panel 2). For two highly homologous COS-containing ends,
Tel6L and Tel14L, values centered around 1100 nm, and both
sets of measurements argue against prolonged or stable colocal-

Figure 1. In vivo 4D fluorescence microscopy of telomeric foci. (A) Time-lapse 3D microscopy on
haploid budding yeast in interphase carrying an integrated Rap1-GFP fusion under its own promoter.
Microscopy was performed as described in the Methods, with stacks taken at 20-sec intervals over 90
min. Shown are 3D reconstructions from a typical 6-min series. Regions of maximal Rap1-GFP intensity
were detected using the spot detection tool from the Imaris software from Bitplane, allowing each
focus to be differentially labeled. When two foci fuse, they adopt one color, allowing us to score fusion
and fission events. (B) Live time-lapse 3D microscopy and focus detection are as in A, but of a haploid
yeast cell in interphase expressing Sir3-GFP under its own promoter. 3D stacks were taken at 30-sec
intervals. (C) A kymograph of time-lapse imaging of Sir3-GFP as in B but spanning 30 min. The X-axis
represents time. (Arrows) Branch or fusion points of Sir3-GFP foci. See Supplemental Movie 2 for
rotation of the kymograph.
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ization in a telomeric focus. We nonetheless find it noteworthy
that the distances separating the Tel9L–Tel10L pair are slightly
smaller than those scored for Tel6L–Tel14L, or for two totally
unrelated telomere pairs (Tel10L–Tel16L: Fig. 3B, panel 4, or
Tel9L–Tel14R: Fig. 3B, panel 5). This difference cannot be attrib-
uted to the TAS, since all telomere pairs in panels 1–3 contain Y!,
X, and STR motifs. Rather, the skewed Tel9L–Tel10L distribution
may stem from infrequent events that bring the two ends to-
gether, even though they are not stably juxtaposed. This could
either cause or result from the preferential recombination re-
ported to occur between Y! elements of these homologous ends
(Louis et al. 1994). Despite this, our data argue that all these
telomere pairs spend most of the time apart, allowing us to con-

clude that extensive subtelomeric homology does not promote
telomere pairing in trans.

The Tel6R–Tel6L pair is characterized by having one telo-
mere with a Y! element and one telomere without it, which may
also contribute to their juxtaposition. However, a similar alter-
nating pattern of Y! elements is found on the Tel9L–Tel14R pair
and the Tel10L–Tel14R pair (Fig. 3, panels 5, 6), which show
separations of ∼1000 nm. Furthermore, we see no correlation
between telomere interaction and arm length when the tagged
loci are on different chromosomes (Fig. 3B, panels 3, 7; see left
column). Finally, in addition to the pairs reported above, five
further telomere pairs were tested by visual inspection and non-
automated distance determination in the yeast background
W303 (G. Van Houwe, data not shown). Thus, with over 12 telo-
mere pairs examined, only Tel3R–Tel3L and Tel6R–Tel6L showed
unusually close juxtaposition. From this extensive pairwise
analysis of telomeres with extensive sequence identity, we con-
cluded that neither similarity of subtelomeric sequence nor the
presence of coordinately regulated gene families drives telomere
interactions in yeast.

A sequence element in the Tel6R favors association with Tel6L

Given that only two sets of telomere ends showed significant
interaction (the colinear ends of chromosomes 6 and 3), we con-
sidered two models that could explain their preferred interaction.
One model argued that telomere juxtaposition arises from the
fact that both chromosomes are short and metacentric. The sec-
ond possibility invokes bridging factors that recognize a se-
quence element that is too short or too divergent to score in the
homology scan used in Supplemental Figure 3. To test this latter
hypothesis, we deleted the most distal 10 kb of Tel6R to create
Tel6R!10kb and analyzed its separation from Tel6L in 3D (Fig. 4).
The truncation shortens the chr 6R arm from 121 to 111 kb, a
reduction of <10%. The protective TG1–3 cap remains and confers
equal, if not more efficient, silencing and anchorage activity
(Hediger et al. 2002). Nonetheless, removal of the Tel6R sequence
led to a highly significant increase in the separation of Tel6R!10kb

from Tel6L, shifting the median from 460 nm to 790 nm (Fig. 4;
P < 2.2 " 10#15). The simplest explanation is that the 10-kb
terminal truncation removes a positive determinant that favors
interaction, which could map to either the subtelomeric X ele-
ment or regions flanking a nonrepetitive ORF encoded in this
region. Sequence analysis of these 10 kb revealed no highly con-
served elements and few computationally determined transcrip-
tion factor binding sites (Pachkov et al. 2007; Supplemental
Fig. 7).

Short telomeric sequences are insufficient to promote
long-range interactions

We note that the median distance that separates the truncated
Tel6R!10kb from Tel6L is still smaller than that separating the
ends of the acrocentric chr 5 (Fig. 4, cf. Tel6Lnat–Tel6R!10kb and
Tel5Lnat–Tel5Rnat). This argues for a combinatorial effect of link-
age and/or arm length on telomere juxtaposition. To test the
importance of either linkage (also called colinearity) or chromo-
some arm length, we developed a system that exchanges termi-
nal sequences between two chromosome ends without otherwise
altering the sequence of the chromosome. In this chromosome
swap technique, an inducible, site-specific recombination event
exchanges chromosome arms (Fig. 5). Since the target sites are
tagged with individual loxP target sites, only the distal parts of

Figure 2. Dynamics of telomeric clusters relative to a single telomere.
(A) 3D reconstruction of a yeast nucleus expressing Rap1-YFP, which
labels all telomeres, and LacI-CFP, which recognizes a lacO array inserted
on Tel14L (GA-2558). The larger view is rotated to allow visualization in
the form of two other versions using Imaris software. The position of
Tel14L (green) is scored relative to the Rap1 foci (red). (c) Tel14L colo-
calizing with a Rap1 focus, (ad) Tel14L adjacent to a Rap1 focus, (ap)
Tel14L apart from Rap1 foci. Two-hundred-twenty nuclei reconstituted in
3D were analyzed, and in 70% of the nuclei Tel14L was either colocaliz-
ing or adjacent to the Rap1 focus. (B) Time-lapse imaging of the same
yeast strain presented in A (GA-2558). 3D image stacks were taken at
30-sec intervals, deconvolved, and are shown in a 3D reconstitution. The
top view is shown, and the juxtaposition of Tel14L to Rap1 was scored
and indicated as in A. Continuous juxtaposition can be seen over 5 min.
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chromosomes are exchanged. A detailed explanation is available
in the Supplemental material and Supplemental Figure 5. Con-
tour-clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) gel electropho-
resis and Southern blot analysis confirmed in each case that a
reciprocal swap occurred (Fig. 5D).

Given that the loss of 10 kb from Tel6R affects its interaction
with Tel6L, we next tested whether the terminal sequences of

Tel5R can substitute for those removed in the Tel6R deletion. To
achieve this, we exchanged the terminal 14 kb of Tel5R with
those of Tel6R and monitored distances separating the newly
formed Tel6R5Rsubtelo and Tel6L. As for the Tel6R deletion, the
distances between Tel6L and Tel6R5Rsubtelo were significantly
larger (median = 635 nm; Fig. 6A, panel 2) than those separating
native chr 6 ends. Thus, restoration of length and the presence of

Figure 3. Extensive homology does not confer interaction in telomeric foci. (A) 3D image stacks were acquired at 0.2-µm spacing along the Z-axis
of the indicated yeast strains having targeted integration of lacO and tetO arrays and expressing LacI-CFP and TetR-YFP. Image stacks were analyzed by
the SpotDistance plug-in of ImageJ and are represented as a box plot. The notch around the median represents !5%. Outliers are defined as 1.5 times
the Inter Quartile Range (IQR) (open circles). (B) (Left panel) Sketch of various telomere pairs represented as lines with TG repeats (black box), Y" elements
(open blue box), STR elements (open red box), and X core elements (green) indicated to the left. The shading between telomeres indicates >90%
identity. (Right panel) Distance distributions between the telomeres in the left panel represented as box plots. The strains and number of cells analyzed
per pair are as follows: (panel 1) GA-2686, n = 282, pair: 10L–10L; (panel 2) GA-2685, n = 315, pair: 9L–10L; (panel 3) GA-2753, n = 331, pair 14L–6L;
(panel 4) GA-2691, n = 437, pair: 10L–16L; (panel 5) GA-2687, n = 367, pair: 9L–14R; (panel 6) GA-3268, n = 286, pair: 14R–10L; (panel 7) GA-2731,
n = 91 pair: 14L–16L; (panel 8) GA-958, n = 231, pair: 6L–6R.
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the X element are insufficient for the optimal Tel6L–Tel6R inter-
action; instead, we conclude that a nonrepetitive element in the
terminal 10 kb of chr 6R aids this selective interaction.

Given the importance of the distal 10 kb of Tel6R, we next
examined whether it was sufficient to promote a stable interac-
tion with Tel6L in trans. We therefore measured the separation of
the recipient in the telomere swap, Tel5R6Rsubtelo, from Tel6L.
However, the presence of sequences from Tel6R on chr 5 had no
effect on the relative position of Tel6R and Tel5R (Fig. 6A, panels
3,4; KS-test, P = 0.18). We conclude that the positive element at
Tel6R cannot promote interaction with an unlinked telomere
(i.e., Tel6L–Tel5R6Rsubtelo).

This failure might be due to a need for centromere-proximal
sequences from chr 6R that cooperate with the distal element to
promote interaction with Tel6L in trans. We could test this by
analyzing the distance distribution of Tel6L–Tel6R in a diploid
strain in which the two fluorescent tags were integrated either on
the same chromosome (in cis) or one on each of the two chr 6
homologues (in trans, Supplemental Fig. 4). When the two tags
were on opposite ends of distinct homologs (i.e., in trans), we
found that preferred juxtaposition was lost (median = 1065 nm,
Supplemental Fig. 4). In contrast, the distance distribution for
the two tags placed on opposite ends of the same chromosome in
a diploid was indistinguishable from that in a haploid (me-
dian = 490 nm and 460 nm, respectively). This suggests that the
distal 10 kb of Tel6R is not sufficient to mediate interaction with
Tel6L when the two are unlinked, and that its inability to func-
tion on Tel5R is not due to the absence of more centromere
proximal sequences. We conclude therefore that the contribu-
tion of a subtelomeric Tel6R sequence to interaction with Tel6L

requires a predisposition for juxtaposition conferred by colinear-
ity.

Rabl folding and chromosome arm length influence
telomere interactions

Chromosome 6 is the third smallest chromosome in yeast and is
metacentric, with arm lengths of 121 kb and 148 kb. We note
that 30 kb of folded chromosomal DNA covers a distance of
≅160–180 nm in living cells (Bystricky et al. 2004), which is sig-
nificantly less than the diameter of the telomeric focus. Thus, if
chr 6 were to fold centrally, Tel6R and Tel6L would be equidis-
tant from the centromere. This conformation occurs in living
cells during anaphase, when chromosomes are pulled by their
centromeres to opposite ends of the nucleus. In this so-called
Rabl configuration, sites that are equidistant in kilobases from
the centromere could be near each other in 3D space. This phe-
nomenon, originally described in amphibians (Rabl 1885), was
confirmed for yeast by monitoring the distance between tagged
Tel6R and Tel6L in late anaphase and telophase cells (Fig. 6B,C).
For acrocentric chromosomes such as chr 5, telomeres were not
juxtaposed in anaphase (median separation = 670 nm; Fig. 6C),
although this value was significantly smaller than the separation
of unlinked telomeres (Tel6L–Tel5R) or even the separation of
Tel5R–Tel5L in interphase. These considerations suggest that par-
ticularly in anaphase, the linear distance of a sequence from the
centromere may influence juxtaposition both during segregation
and in the ensuing G1-phase nucleus. A rigorous test of this hy-
pothesis could be performed by exploiting the chromosome swap
technique. We set out to modulate the length of the long arm of
chr 5, creating a metacentric chromosome from the natural ac-
rocentric chr 5 (Fig. 5C). If equal chromosome arm lengths are
important, this alteration would be expected to reduce the sepa-
ration of Tel5R and Tel5L in interphase cells.

We first analyzed the distance between Tel5L and a fluores-
cent tag inserted at ARS514, an origin of replication on the right
arm of chr 5 equidistant with Tel5L from the centromere (Fig.
6D). The box plot for the distances measured between Tel5L and
ARS514 shows significantly smaller distances than those separat-
ing Tel5L and Tel5R (KS-test, P = 6 ! 10"7). While this is con-
sistent with our hypothesis that the polarized anaphase organi-
zation has an effect on long-range interactions, these sites were
nonetheless not as close as Tel6R–Tel6L.

We next tested whether we could improve the interaction
by inserting a telomere at the ARS514 site. This manipulation
would recreate the overall chromosomal architecture of chr 6
within chr 5. To achieve this without losing essential informa-
tion on the distal part of chr 5R, we swapped the entire ARS514-
distal 5R arm with the terminal 10-kb fragment of Tel6R and
monitored the distances separating the existing centromere-
proximal fluorescent tags in 3D. The truncation of chr 5R im-
proved interaction between the ARS514 tag and Tel5L, giving a
median separation of 642 nm, which is statistically indistinguish-
able from the distance separating Tel6L from Tel6R5Rsubtelo (Fig.
6A, panel 2; KS-test P = 0.212). Remarkably, the distances sepa-
rating the ends of this new metacentric chr 5 (chr 5 with chr
6-like architecture) became smaller than those separating Tel6L
from truncated Tel6R!10kb (Fig. 4). In other words, by rendering
chr 5 metacentric with the terminal sequences of Tel6R at one
end, we obtained the same degree of juxtaposition as we detected
for Tel6L–Tel6R5Rsubtelo. This juxtaposition is closer than that of
Tel6L–Tel6R!10kb and suggests that long-range interactions re-

Figure 4. Truncation of Tel6R impairs Tel6R–Tel6L interaction. Dis-
tance distribution box plots were performed and are represented as in
Fig. 3 for the indicated pairs of telomeres. The relevant strains and num-
bers of cells analyzed are as follows: (panel 1) GA-958, n = 231, pair:
6L–6R; (panel 2) GA-3742, n = 368, pair: 6L–6R!10kb; (panel 3) GA-3708,
n = 202, pair: 5L–5R natural; (panel 4) GA-957, n = 180, pair: 6L–5R. The
indicated P-values compare the likelihood that the two indicated patterns
are different, and was calculated in R using the two-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test.
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quire that the interacting sites are colinear and roughly equidis-
tant from the centromere (!30 kb), even though interaction can
also be aided by subtelomeric sequences.

Finally, we examined why ARS514 itself fails to interact with
Tel5L. We note that terminal TG1–3 arrays bind Rap1 and lead to
the accumulation of both Sir4 and yKu at telomeres (for review,
see Gasser and Cockell 2001). Given that yKu or Sir4 interact
with each other, dimerize with other Sir factors, and bind NE
anchors (Hediger et al. 2002; Taddei et al. 2004a), it seemed plau-
sible that their presence alone might be able to favor long-range
interaction at sites equidistant from a given centromere. To test
whether either Sir protein or yKu binding is sufficient to improve
the juxtaposition of ARS514 to Tel5L without creation of a telo-
mere, we integrated an array of lexA sites near the lacO insert at
ARS514 and monitored distances separating this internal tag
from Tel5L in the presence of either LexA-Ku80 or LexA-Sir4C
(Fig. 6D, panel 5). The targeted binding of either fusion protein
did not improve interaction with Tel5L, even though both con-
structs are able to mediate the stable relocation of internal se-
quences to the NE (Supplemental Fig. 6). Other evidence further

rules out a correlation of efficient perinuclear attachment with
telomere pairing, since Tel6R and Tel6R5Rsubtelo bind the NE with
the same efficiency (Supplemental Fig. 6) yet pair with Tel6L with
significantly different efficiency (Fig. 6A, cf. panels 1 and 2).
These results argue that neither the efficiency of Sir factor or yKu
binding nor the NE attachment they mediate is relevant for in-
teractions in trans.

Our data strongly suggest that colinearity is a factor, but is
not sufficient, to promote telomere–telomere interaction. We
further explored this effect on the native acrocentric chr 5, by
comparing the separation of its telomeres when they were
either colinear or when the long arm of chr 5R was transferred
to Tel6R. We found that the distances separating Tel5R from
Tel5L were !1000 nm, whether or not the two were colinear
(Fig. 6D, panels 1 and 4). This distribution was the same as
that of two unlinked telomeres, Tel6L and Tel5R (Fig. 6A,
panel 4). Because equilibrating the length of the two chr 5
arms significantly improved the juxtaposition of chr 5 telomeres,
we conclude that metacentric structure is a necessary prerequi-
site for significant telomere interactions. Similar arm length

without colinearity, however, is not suf-
ficient, because no significant pairing
could be detected between Tel6L–Tel6R
when tags were placed on unlinked ho-
mologs in a diploid strain (Supplemental
Fig. 4).

Discussion
The optimization of techniques for alter-
ing gross chromosomal organization
and for monitoring spatial separation of
loci in living cells has allowed us to ex-
amine what promotes long-range inter-
actions between chromosomal sites in
interphase nuclei. The 3D distance-
measuring tool is applicable both to live
imaging of CFP, YFP, GFP, or RFP-tagged
foci in living cells, as well as two-color
FISH or multicolor immunofluorescence
labeling. Its application is highly appro-
priate for, but not restricted to, ques-
tions of nuclear organization. The sec-
ond tool is an elegant chromosome swap
technique that achieves a reciprocal ex-
change of chromosome arms, allowing
one to reorganize eukaryotic chromo-
somes without a net loss of sequence.
This has allowed us to examine the fac-
tors that influence telomere–telomere
interaction in budding yeast in an un-
precedented manner. Although an inde-
pendent methodology for sequence ex-
change has been published (Delneri et
al. 2003), the current protocol intro-
duces a selection event that can be
readily adapted to use in other organ-
isms. In this current study, chromosome
arm swapping has allowed us to show
that metacentric chromosomal organi-
zation influences telomere–telomere in-
teractions in yeast.

Figure 5. Reciprocal exchange of telomeres and chromosome arms in yeast. (A) Depiction of native
chr 5 (red) and chr 6 (blue). (B,C) Overview of the telomere swap (B) and chromosome arm swap (C)
(see Supplemental Fig. 5 for detailed explanation). Black bars underneath the chromosomes indicate
the annealing positions of the probes used for Southern hybridization. (D) Total intact genomic DNA
in the form of chromosomes was isolated from the indicated strains before and after the exchange
(swap). Chromosomes were separated by CHEF gel electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bro-
mide. Southern blot analysis was performed with probes indicated in (A–C). (Lane 1) GA-3146, (lane
2) GA-1607, (lane 3) GA-1459, (lane 4) GA-1095, (lane 5) GA-3747, (lane 6) GA-3746, (lane 7)
GA-3749, (lane 8) GA-3748, (lane 9) GA-3747, (lane 10) GA-3746, (lane 11) GA-3749, (lane 12) GA-3748.
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Short sequences, colinearity, and equal
arm length drive telomere clustering

An analysis of subtelomeric sequences of
yeast chromosomes indicated that they
fall into seven subgroups reflecting the
presence of subtelomeric gene families
(Supplemental Fig. 3; see also www.
nottingham.ac.uk/genetics/louis).
Given that this number agreed roughly
with the number of telomeric foci found
in interphase, we went on to test the im-
portance of sequence conservation for
telomere–telomere pairing. We found
no significant effect: Yeast chromosome
ends bearing homologous genes, such as
the co-regulated COS or PAU genes, were
not found in a common focus. Even
Tel9L and Tel10L, which have preferen-
tial Y! exchange through recombination
(Louis et al. 1994) and share >21 kb of
sequence identity, do not colocalize.
While interaction is obviously essential
for homologous recombination, our
data further suggest that stable juxtapo-
sition is unlikely to be the rate-limiting
factor in recombination between chro-
mosomes in vegetatively growing yeast
cells (Lee et al. 1999).

We confirmed past work that re-
ported that the two telomeres of chr 6
associate to a high degree. It had been
proposed that short metacentric chro-
mosome structure would favor telomere
interaction (Bystricky et al. 2005), a hy-
pothesis that could be tested with our
chromosome swap technique. We con-
verted the acrocentric chr 5 into a meta-
centric chromosome by swapping the 5R
and 6R arms. We found that this conver-
sion led to a significantly closer juxtapo-
sition of the ends of chromosome 5. The
two ends were not as close as the two
natural ends of chr 6: Contact between
Tel6R and Tel6L is enhanced by a 10-kb
subtelomeric region on Tel6R. Impor-
tantly, however, the Tel6R sequence pro-
motes interaction only when two telo-
meres are physically connected. In con-
clusion, our experiments argue that
colinearity is a prerequisite for what we
presume to be a factor-mediated interac-
tion between two telomeres.

Rabl organization in anaphase
contributes to long-range
interphase interactions

How can the colinearity of the extreme
ends of a chromosome and distance
from the centromere facilitate the pair-
ing of telomeres in interphase? In both
open and closed mitoses, centromeres

Figure 6. Equal chromosomal arm length and colinearity promote telomere interaction. (A) Distance
distributions were determined between the indicated lacO and tetO tags inserted in isogenic strains.
The results are represented as box plots as in Fig. 3. A representation of the analyzed chromosome is
indicated as folded in a Rabl configuration. The relevant pairs of loci analyzed are as follows: (1)
Tel6L–Tel6R (GA-958, n = 231); (2) Tel6L–Tel6R5Rsubtelo (GA-1094, n = 194); (3) Tel6L–Tel5R6Rsubtelo

(GA-1095, n = 265); (4) Tel6L–Tel5R (GA-957, n = 180). (B) Superposition of a brightfield image with
a maximal projection of fluorescence image stacks is shown for anaphase cells bearing differentially
tagged telomeres as indicated. Bar, 2 µm. (Upper left panel) A cell bearing lacO and tetO tags at Tel6L
and Tel6R, respectively (GA-958), (upper right panel) Tel5L and Tel5R (GA-3746), (lower right panel)
Tel6L and Tel5R (GA-957), (lower left panel) probable configuration of chr 6 in anaphase. (C) Quan-
titative analysis of Tel6L–Tel 6R (GA-958, n = 36), Tel5L–Tel5R (GA-3746, n = 33), and Tel6L–Tel5R
(GA-957, n = 30) in anaphase and telophase cells. The two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test con-
firmed that the differences between the distributions are significant. (D) As in A, but box plots are
shown for the following strains resulting from chromosome arm exchange: (1) Tel5L–Tel5R (GA-3746,
n = 307); (2) Tel5L–ARS514 (GA-3747, n = 320); (3) Tel5L–ARS5146Rsubtelo (GA-3749, n = 211); (4)
Tel5L–Tel6R5Rarm (GA-3748, n = 296); (5) Tel5L–ARS514 (GA-3689) in cells expressing either LexA-
Ku80 or LexA-Sir4, which then bind ARS514 bearing 8" LexA binding sites.
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are actively and coordinately pulled toward the spindle pole
body or centrosome by the mitotic spindle, while the rest of the
chromosome and the telomeres follow passively (Fig. 7). This
anaphase pattern was first described in 1885 by Carl Rabl, who
observed it in cells from an axolotl-like amphibian (Rabl 1885).
Given a reasonably uniform compaction ratio for yeast mitotic
chromatin (Lavoie et al. 2002), it follows from the Rabl configu-
ration that sequences on opposite arms of the same chromosome
equidistant from the centromere will be spatially juxtaposed in
late metaphase (Fig. 7). This we confirmed by measurements in
living yeast cells in anaphase (Fig. 6C). Because telomeres are
released from the NE in mitosis and re-anchor in G1 (Laroche et
al. 2000; Smith et al. 2003), it appears that the critical time for
reestablishing telomere–telomere interactions is the transition
from telophase to G1.

The Rabl organization of yeast chromosomes occurs not
only in anaphase but also in interphase cells (Bystricky et al.
2004, 2005). This configuration, combined with metacentric
chromosome structure, ensures that telomere–telomere interac-
tions can be initiated in telophase and stabilized in early G1

phase. We find that interactions between the left and right telo-
meres of the same chromosome are favored (Fig. 6B,C). The ob-
vious candidates for stabilizing interactions (Sir proteins or yKu)
are present on all telomeres and therefore cannot be responsible
for selective interaction. The origin recognition complex (ORC) is
also bound to TAS and proARS sites in subtelomeric regions and
contributes to interactions between sister chromatids (Shimada
and Gasser 2007). However, we find that the nucleation of silent
chromatin is unable to promote interaction of the internal
ARS514 with Tel5L (Fig. 6D, panel 5), suggesting that none of
these elements is sufficient to induce telomere juxtaposition in
trans. Rather, the coherence of the linear DNA polymer, which
impairs random motion to define a spatial “chromosome terri-
tory” (Cremer and Cremer 2001), and the polarized Rabl configu-
ration at the end of mitosis, function together to determine
which telomeres cluster in yeast.

Superimposed on these fundamental factors, we have iden-
tified a small region in the distal sequences of Tel6R that en-
hances the interaction of both Tel6R with Tel6L, and when trans-
ferred to chr 5R, the interaction of Tel5Rsubtelo6R with Tel5L. We
have examined the distal Tel6R sequence for unique or unusual
characteristics. Genome-wide mapping studies have shown that

Rap1, Sir protein, ORC, Htz1, and Cohesin distributions on both
telomeres of chr 6 are indistinguishable from those at other telo-
meres (Lieb et al. 2001; Wyrick et al. 2001; Glynn et al. 2004;
Raisner et al. 2005). While the deletion of YKU70 had minor
effects on Tel6R–Tel6L interaction (Gehlen et al. 2006), we note
that yKu binds all yeast telomeres, arguing that at the very least
its influence must depend on another Tel6R-specific factor.

Because there are two hypothetical ORFs in the 10-kb region
of contact-promoting Tel6R sequence, we speculated that Tel6L–
Tel6R interaction may reflect the presence of binding sites for
bivalent transcription factors (TF) at both chromosomal ends.
Recently, van Nimwegen and colleagues computationally pre-
dicted binding sites for 75 different TFs over the entire S. cerevi-
siae genome, including the subtelomeric regions (Pachkov et al.
2007). We find several TF binding sites shared between Tel6L and
Tel6R (Supplemental Fig. 7) that are absent from Tel5R (e.g.,
Thi2, Rpn4, Ste12, and Tec1). However, there is no evidence that
these factors or their ligands dimerize. Based on predicted TF
distributions, we entertain an alternative model for the effect
associated with the deletion of the distal 10 kb of Tel6R. We
propose that telomere interaction arises by default through the
combined effect of anaphase juxtaposition and bivalent telomere
factors (e.g., Sir4, yKu, Sir3, Rif1/2), while subtelomeric TF could
attenuate such pairing. In this scenario, the difference between
the interaction of Tel6L with Tel6R and with the truncated
Tel6R!10kb might reflect the fact that truncation of Tel6R juxta-
poses new TF consenses near the terminal complex, antagonizing
telomere interactions (Supplemental Fig. 7, bottom panel). Since
the positioning of such factors is still theoretical, a test of this
model requires biochemical analysis of TF binding site occu-
pancy.

The regularity of telomeric foci composition

Among more than 12 pairs of differentially tagged yeast telo-
meres, our laboratory has found a reproducible juxtaposition for
only three pairs: Tel6R–Tel6L, Tel3R–Tel3L, and now for the ends
of a metacentric (modified) chr 5. From this sample, we deduce
that the composition of telomeric foci is largely stochastic, re-
flecting the chance juxtaposition of chromosome ends in ana-
phase, rather than a tightly orchestrated distribution. We pro-
pose that the formation of telomeric foci results from the com-
bined effects of chromosome arm length and Rabl organization,
which can be modulated by sequence-specific factors (see above).
Given that there is significantly limited mobility of yeast telo-
meres in interphase cells (Heun et al. 2001; Hediger et al. 2002),
the telomeres that end up proximal to each other in telophase are
likely to remain close to each other in nuclei throughout G1 and
S phase.

Very little is known about the mechanisms that drive het-
erochromatin clustering in other species. It was reported for Plas-
modia that the loss of subtelomeric repeats affects interactions in
trans (Figueiredo et al. 2002), yet the factors involved are un-
known. In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, the RNAi machinery (ago1,
dcr1, and rdp1) is crucial for the maintenance of telomere clus-
tering (Hall et al. 2003), yet again, bridging molecules are un-
known. Nonetheless, the loss of RNAi led to the loss of histone
H3K9 methylation and displacement of Swi6 (HP1), yet did not
disrupt telomeric repression. Furthermore, in both Drosophila
and mammalian cells, the down-regulation or displacement of
HP1 failed to disrupt the chromocenter, which derives from long-
range interactions of pericentric heterochromatin (Maison et al.

Figure 7. The Rabl configuration in telophase can influence telomere
juxtaposition. Shown is a model suggesting how the Rabl organization of
chromosomes in late anaphase and telophase might influence telomere–
telomere clustering into perinuclear foci in interphase. The drawing in-
dicates how arm length and metacentricity lead to late anaphase juxta-
position. An unknown sequence- or structure-recognizing factor may fur-
ther promote interaction between Tel6R and Tel6L.
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2002; Peters et al. 2002). Based on our studies and on observa-
tions in other organisms, we propose that the global arrange-
ment of chromosomes in anaphase, rather than local chromatin
structure, has the dominant impact on long-range interactions in
the subsequent interphase nucleus. Interactions seem to arise in
part due to stochastic juxtaposition, yet lead to the variegated
repression mediated by heterochromatin. Adaptations of the
chromosome swap protocol presented here may facilitate the
evaluation of such parameters in other species.

Methods

Live fluorescence microscopy
For live imaging, cultures were grown exponentially in synthetic
medium to a concentration of <1 ! 105 cells/mL. Live micros-
copy was performed at 30°C on cells spread on agarose patches
containing synthetic complete medium with 4% glucose. Strains
bearing integrated and fully functional fusions of Rap1-GFP and
Sir3-GFP were imaged using a Ludin Chamber on a Metamorph-
driven spinning disk confocal unit (Yokogawa, CSU22) built on a
Zeiss AXIO microscope equipped with two Cascade II cameras.
Image stacks of 21 focal planes were captured with a z-step size of
300 nm at 20-sec intervals for Rap1-GFP and at 30-sec intervals
for Sir3-GFP, over periods up to 90 min. Image stacks were de-
convolved using the Huygens software. Images for telomere–
telomere distance measurements were captured on a Meta-
morph-driven Olympus IX70 wide-field microscope equipped
with a Coolsnap HQ camera (Roper Scientific Photometrics). Al-
ternating the wavelength between 437 nm (CFP) and 517 nm
(YFP) at every image plane, stacks of 21 images were acquired
with a step size of 0.2 µm. A 100!/1.4 Oil Plan-Apochromat
objective from Zeiss was used.

Telomere to telomere distance measurement
A novel software package, called SpotDistance, implemented as a
Java plug-in for the public-domain software ImageJ, was devel-
oped to measure distances between two target telomeres in an
automated manner. It is freely available to the research com-
munity at http://bigwww.epfl.ch/spotdistance/. The plug-in
places two input z-stacks, YFP-source and CFP-source images,
into the red and green channels, respectively. For details of its
functionality see Supplemental Figure 1. For graphic display, the
measured distances were loaded into R software (www.
r-project.org), and the distance distributions for each pair were
displayed as a box plot. Different distance distributions were
scored for significance using the two-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test.

Contour-clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF)
electrophoresis
Pulsed-field electrophoresis was conducted using the CHEF-DRII
System from Biorad. Preparation of agarose-embedded whole
chromosomes was done according the Biorad user’s manual. The
gel was run at the following conditions: 5 V/cm2, 1! TAE, 10°C,
block 1: 60-sec switch time for 15 hr, block 2: 90-sec switch time
for 7 hr. Southern hybridization was performed using standard
procedures with randomly primed probes that were amplified by
PCR from genomic DNA.
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